BOLD®

8 MIL REINFORCED BLACKOUT LIGHT DEPRIVATION TARP

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
BOLD® consists of two sheets of high strength virgin polyethylene
film laminated together with a third layer of molten polyethylene.
The white outer layer contains UV inhibitors and thermal
stabilizers to reduce heat build-up and condensation. The
black outer layer contains carbon black to enhance outdoor
life and ensure total light deprivation. A heavy-duty diamond
reinforcement scrim placed between these plies greatly enhances
tear resistance and increases service life. This lightweight cover is
designed to last through more harvests than non-reinforced films.

APPLICATIONS

PRODUCT USE

▶▶ Light deprivation cover

BOLD® can withstand daily covering and uncovering for multiple seasons for
both manually operated and automated greenhouse systems.

▶▶ Auto light dep cover for
greenhouses
▶▶ Blackout cover
▶▶ Growbed liner
▶▶ Reflective liner

SIZE AND PACKAGING
WIDTH

LENGTH

WIDTH

LENGTH(S)

WIDTH

LENGTH(S)

13.5’

100’

33’

50’ | 75’ | 100’ | 125’

46.5’

100’ | 125’

26.5’

100’

40’

50’ | 75’ | 100’

52.75’

100’ | 125’

Custom Lengths start at 50’ and increase in 5’ increments up to 500’ long
All panels are accordion folded and tightly rolled on a heavy-duty core for
ease of handling and time saving installation.
PROPERTIES
Weight Per MSF (lbs)

TEST METHOD

Black/White

-

39 lbs

Elongation at Max Load %
Diagonal A
Diagonal B

ASTM D7003

609%
325%

Grab Tensile (lbs)
Diagonal A
Diagonal B

ASTM D4533

51
48

-

-70°F to 150°F

ASTM D751, Procedure A

75 psi

ASTM E96

0.0395 perms

Temperature
Hydrostatic Resistance
Water Vapor Transmission

NOTE: The information provided herein is based upon data believed to be reliable. All testing is performed in accordance with ASTM standards and procedures. All values are typical and nominal and
do not represent either minimum or maximum performance of the product. Although the information is accurate to the best of our knowledge and belief, no representation of warranty or guarantee is
made as to the suitability or completeness of such information. Likewise, no representation of warranty or guarantee, express or implied, or merchantability, fitness or otherwise, is made as to product
application for a particular use.
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